FUJITA•õa), Nonmember and Masatoshi ARIKAWA•õ, Member SUMMARY Our research goal is to facilitate the sharing of stories with digital photographs. Some map websites now collect stories associated with peoples' relationships to places. Users map collections of places and include their intangible emotional associations with each location along with photographs, videos, etc. Though this framework of mapping stories is important, it is not sufficiently expressive to communicate stories in a narrative fashion. For example, when the number of the mapped collections of places is particularly large, it is neither easy for viewers to interpret the map nor is it easyr the creator to express a story as a series of events in the real world. This is because each narrative, in the form of a sequence of textual narratives, a sequence of photographs, a movie, or audio is mapped to just one point. As a result, it is up to the viewer to decide which points on the map must be read, and in what order. The conventional framework is fairly suitable for mapping and expressing fragments or snapshots of a whole story and not for conveying the whole story as a narrative using the entire map as the setting. We therefore propose a new framework, Spatial Slideshow, for mapping personal photo collections and representing them as stories such as route guidances, sightseeing guidances, historical topics, fieldwork records, personal diaries, and so on. It is a fusion of personal photo mapping and photo storytelling. Each story is conveyed through a sequence of mapped photographs, presented as a synchronized animation of a map and an enhanced photo slideshow. The main technical novelty of this paper is a method for creating three-dimensional animations of photographs that induce the visual effect of motion from photo to photo. We believe that the proposed framework may have considerable significance in facilitating the grassroots development of spatial content driven by visual communication concerning real-world locations or events.
Introduction
The goal of our research is to support the sharing of stories with digital photographs and maps, with the belief that it may facilitate the grassroots development of map content driven by communication regarding places or events in the real world.
Digital cameras, including camera phones, continue to spread as ever-present, pervasive imaging devices [1] . People now take a certain number of digital photographs and share them in various ways, including via email, blogs, web pages, and so on. Meanwhile, digital maps on the Web have become popular, which let people build their own collections of places and publish them on the Web easily [2] . In addition, there are some services and applications for organizing personal photo collections by using digital maps.
We have also proposed a new framework for personal photo mapping that includes a method for spatial search, visualization, and label sharing aimed at facilitating photo sharing [3] , [4] .
One of the user requirements across the range of future photo sharing technologies is to support storytelling with digital photographs [5] . In fact, one of the most common purposes of photo sharing is story sharing, that is, sharing personal stories about experiences, travels, friends, and family. Actually, we often attach comments or narrations when sending photographs via email or posting them on the Web. Some map websites now collect stories associated with peoples' relationships to places [6] . Users map collections of places and include their intangible emotional associations with the places along with photographs, audio tracks, movies, etc. This framework for mapping stories is important in facilitating individual creativity and the transmission of map content. Furthermore, there are increasing numbers of user-created maps available on the Web.
However, the conventional framework for mapping stories is not sufficiently expressive to communicate stories as narratives. This is the main problem we address in this paper. For example, when the number of the mapped collections of places is especially large, it is neither easy for viewers to interpret the map nor is it easy for the creator to express the story as series of events in the real world. This is because in the conventional framework, each narrative, in the form of a sequence of text narrations, a sequence of photographs, a movie, or audio such as a podcast, is mapped to just one point. As a result, the viewers are left to decide which points on the map must be read, and in what order. This framework is rather suitable for mapping and expressing fragments or snapshots of a whole story and not for expressing the whole story as a narrative by using the entire map as the setting of the story. In contrast, a slideshow is a common method for photo storytelling. There are many popular software applications for creating and editing slideshows [7] , [8] ; moreover, many online photo album services also have simple functions for creating slideshows.
With this background, we propose a new framework for mapping personal photo collections and representing them as stories such as travel logs, route guides, sightseeing guides, guides on historical subjects, fieldwork records, personal diaries, etc. We call this framework Spatial Slideshow. A spatial slideshow is a fusion of personal photo mapping and photo storytelling. Each story is conveyed through a se- Tsukuba.
•h Fig. 1 shows an abstracted photo sequence that constitutes the spatial slideshow. All the photographs are mapped as shown in Fig. 2 . The sequence comprises 36 photographs in total. The spatial slideshow is a record of a short trip, of climbing the mountain to see the red autumn leaves. The storyline is as follows: One day the creator, wanting to see the red autumn leaves, went to Mt. Tsukuba, which is not very far from Tokyo, Japan (Frames 1-4). Though he climbed halfway up the mountain (Frames 5-8), there were no red autumn leaves (Frames 9-14), and moreover, the wind was very strong (Frame 15). Hence, he gave up and went back down the mountain (Frames 16-18), and finally found red autumn leaves at the bottom of the mountain itself .
Features
Visual continuity is important for visual media in order to prevent the viewers from becoming confused or getting lost. A spatial slideshow animation, explained in detail in Sect. 5, is the main concept of this paper. It is a synchronized animation of a map and photo images. It realizes visual continuity based on spatial continuity. To be more precise, the story as a whole is visualized as a spatial shape on a map, and while the animation is played, the location and direction information of the story are visualized on the map by an arrow, i.e., a photo vector. In addition, the progression of the story is also visualized as movements in a space, which constitutes the setting of the story, by a visual effect involving transitions between the photographs that constitute the slideshow . In addition, the progression of the story is also visualized as movements in a space, which constitutes the setting of the story, by a visual effect involving transitions between the photographs that constitute the slideshow. There are many slideshow softwares for photo storytelling, and they offer various transitional effects as one of important functions for customizing and personalizing slideshows. A spatial slideshow animation offers a new type of transitional effect: a three-dimensional animation of photo images as though moving from the current photograph toward the next photograph in three-dimensional space.
A spatial slideshow enables a map as a push media , in that the viewer passively receives the information. A digital map with POIs (points of interest) is a pull media, in that the viewer selects a POI on the map mainly by searching and browsing. In contrast, a spatial slideshow provides an order for viewing the mapped photographs, i.e., the order of the storyline. Therefore, we can view mapped photographs in the order specified by the map creator without being required to select or search.
Data Structure
This section defines the data structures and geometric models of photo vectors and photo billboards and describes the manner in which these data are generated. The basic unit composing a spatial slideshow is a photograph placed in a geographic space. We use two different representations for this: a photo vector and a photo billboard. In short, a photo vector is a map symbol and a photo billboard is a component of the spatial slideshow animation.
Photo Vector
A photo vector is an arrow indicating from where to where the corresponding photograph was taken. It is a map symbol and a geographic feature (i.e., a geometric shape in a geographic space) for a photograph. We use photo vectors for mapping photographs. A photo vector Photo Vector is defined as follows:
Photo Vector=(S,E) S= (Xs,Ys,Zs) is the viewpoint. It is the position of the camera at a time when the photograph was taken. E= (XE,YE,ZE) is the gazing point; it represents the position of the object focused in the image. Figure 3 shows a geometric model of a photo vector.
As map symbols, photo vectors are simple yet expressive because an arrow is a symbol with intrinsic directionality. For example, a moving animation of a photo vector represents not only translational movement but also various other types of movements such as rotational motions. As spatial data, photo vectors describe both the position and the 
Then we render the view at elapsed time t by projecting each pixel of the photo images on the photo billboards on to the image from a virtual camera at elapsed time t. The following is a description of the animation of Photo Billboardstart. 
Formula (8) is transformed as follows:
where c is the focal length; R, a rotation matrix that rotates the view direction to the Z-axis of the absolute coordinate system; and S=(XS,YS,ZS), the viewpoint. By substituting the distance between the viewpoint and gazing point for c, each pixel in the photo image is placed on the photo billboard defined by the viewpoint and the gazing point.
C=|SstartEstart|l
(12)
The width Wstart of the photo billboard is computed as follows:
Using formulas (8), (12), and (13), the geographic coordinates (Xstart,Ystart,Zstart) of each pixel (ystart,ystart) as a point on the photo billboard are computed as follows:
Here, Rstart is a rotation matrix that rotates SstartEstart to the Z-axis of the absolute coordinate system. Using formulas (9), (10), and (14), the pixel coordinates (xt,yt) on an image at elapsed time t are computed as follows:
where ct is computed as follows: Spatial Slideshow Viewer Figure  9 shows the graphical user interface of the viewer. It has visual interfaces for a map and the selected photograph.
It realizes the following functions: (a) Controlling spatial slideshows
The user can play, pause, step forward, and rewind spatial slideshows by the corresponding control buttons as in common media players or by directly selecting a photo vector on the map. In the latter case, the focus of the map moves to the selected photo vector, and the slideshow also moves to the photograph corresponding to that photo vector.
(b) Playing photo and map animations While playing spatial slideshows, three-dimensional photo animations moving from photo to photo, as described in Sect. 5, are created in real time and played. The photo vectors on the map also move in the animation and visualize the route defined for the spatial slideshow.
Evaluation and Discussion
We conducted a simple usability test of the proposed soft- •oe Any photograph is allowed whether it is taken by oneself newly or was taken in the past or downloaded from the Web.
•oe Maps are to be prepared by oneself as an image file.
• Many participants said that even when the quality of a spatial slideshow animation was not so high that sequential images match well, i.e. the animation quality is level 2 in our definition, it was useful enough to represent movements.
Conclusion and Future Work
We introduced Spatial Slideshow, a new framework for narrating stories linked to specific locations by using maps and personal photo collections. In particular, we described a method for creating a spatial slideshow animation that visualizes the progression of the story as movements from photo to photo in a three-dimensional space. A spatial slideshow is a fusion of personal photo mapping and photo storytelling. We assume that mapping will lead to sharing, and the proposed framework will thus have significance in aiding the grassroots development of spatial content driven by visual communication concerning locations or events in the real world. The possible directions for future work are as follows:
(a) Customizing the motion of spatial slideshow animations
We plan to develop a method for customizing the motion of spatial slideshow animations. Currently, we linearly change values, including the locations of photo vectors, in creating transitional animations between photographs. In other words, the photographs are linked by straight lines on a map. We plan to allow users to customize not only the routes used to visualize the stories but also the three-dimensional motions of photo image animations by smoothing segments that link multiple photo vectors or by drawing freeform lines. This framework enhances the characteristics of the animations created by drawing on maps.
(b) Designing a user interface to facilitate input of threedimensional coordinates
We plan to design a user interface to facilitate the input of three-dimensional coordinates when drawing photo vectors. As described previously, the method for animating spatial slideshows involves three-dimensional coordinates, and the animations can, therefore, represent vertical movements such as moving up or down or even turning up or down when the photo vectors have three-dimensional values including the altitude. However, by drawing arrows on two-dimensional maps, only two-dimensional photo vectors are generated, and as a result, though the animation has three-dimensional visual effect, it cannot represent vertical movements. The problem is that drawing three-dimensional arrows on maps is not a user-friendly process. Therefore, we intend to design a user-friendly interface to input altitude values while drawing photo vectors.
(c) Semi-automated creation of photo sequences Fukuoka, Japan, in 1986 , 1988 , and 1992 
